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Duplicate Cleaner Pro Crack: This is an effective app that allows you to clean up all duplicates of images, documents and music from your hard drive or LAN. The interface of the program is very intuitive, so you can easily start searching for duplicates, any type of user can use it without facing any problems. You can also
download the Duplicate File Detective Professional/Enterprise Edition with Crack. DigitalVolcano Duplicate Cleaner Pro Crack : Duplicate Cleaner Pro is a comprehensive software with many options, such as searching for files with exactly the same content, ignoring files entirely or searching for 80% similarity between
content. You can also find items with the same or similar name, size, date of creation or modification. Duplicate Cleaner Pro 2020 can perform deep scans on all types of photos, music, movies, videos, Word documents, PowerPoint presentations, text files, or any other media. Once these files are found, they will provide
you with useful tools so that you can choose which copy to remove or move. Selected files or copies can be removed to the bin or moved to archives elsewhere. With Duplicate Cleaner Pro 2020, users can create their own profile and download it every time they use the app. Duplicate Cleaner Pro Key Features: This
allows you to clear all duplicates of images, documents and music from your hard drive or LAN. You can easily start searching for duplicates, any type of user can use it without having any problems. You can also find items with the same or similar name, size, date of creation or modification. It can perform deep scans on
all types of photos, music, movies, videos, Word documents, PowerPoint presentations, text files, and more. Cleaner hard drives mean faster performance. It supports quick scanning and accurate duplicate comparisons. You can find a duplicate of music (includes MP3, iTunes (M4A) and more.) Flexible Search Settings -
Search the way you want. You can export/import your results. Large, resizable windows for easy viewing. And more... System Requirements for Duplicate Cleaner Pro: Supported Operating System: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/8.1/10Memory (RAM) Required: 1GB of RAM required. Hard drive space is required: 100MB of free
hard drive space is required. Processor: 1GHz processor or faster. Administrator's rights. Duplicate Cleaner Pro License Key How to hack or registered or activate duplicate Cleaner Pro Cracked? First, download the latest version. Delete the previous version. Notice if you turn off the virus Download unpack or extract the
rar file and open the installation. Install the installation after installation to close it from everywhere. Open the 'Crack' or 'Patch' folder, copy and insert the hacked file into the installation folder. And use any serial key to register the program. Once they all enjoy the Duplicate Cleaner Pro the latest version of 2020. Year.
Pure Pro Full Crack for PC Duplicate Cleaner Pro 4.1.4 with Crack /Mirror Duplicate Cleaner Size: 24.49 MB Version: 2.0.2 File Type: APK System: Android 2.3 or Above Description : Find and Clear Genuine Duplicate Images, Audio Files, Videos and Documents in the easiest way! Using our Cleaner duplicates, Get Rid
Off inefficient and time-consuming duplicate Finders, our Duplicate Cleaner uses multiple Proprietary Techniques to find authentic duplicates in the most efficient way than any other app in the store. Features of duplicates Cleane mod : - All unlocked - Advertising Removed Installation Instructions : - Have you visited this
site on your mobile phone? 1. Download the Apk file on your mobile phone. 2. Set and run it. 3. That's it, Enjoy! Have you visited this site on your desktop or laptop? 1. Download the Apk file on Pc. 2. Transfer the Apk file from PC to Android Phone (Via USB, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi). 3. Install and run it. 4. That's it, Enjoy! APK
Downloader Apps Tools duplicates Cleaner 3.1.3 3.1.3 / August 22, 2020 cloud_download Download APK File Description To Increase The Device Internal Storage in just 2 steps! The question of keeping Areyoufacing on your device?, Is your device lowonstorage? Do you want to increase storage on your device ? if so,
do not look further and hit that set button. Find Genuine Image Duplicates, Duplicate Audiophiles, duplicate videos and duplicate documents in most SimplestWay!, our duplicate Cleaner app uses several ProprietaryTechniques toFind 'Genuine duplicates' in the most effective way thanany otherduplicate media removal
app (or) duplicate file-imperial appinstore. No other duplicates of a clean application (or) duplicate filesfixerapp can beat us in file removal performance, our app is greatforrecovering loads of storage space very efficiently! Note: Please read the slides presented in appafterinstalling for the first time. App information
duplicates the name Cleaner App Duplicates Cleaner Package Name com.kaerosduplicatescleaner Updated August 22, 2020 File Size 15M Required Android Android 6.0 and Up to Version 3.1.3 Developer Kaeros Case Sets 1,000,000 Price Free Tools Category Developer Google Play Link Google Play Link duplicates
Pure Version Select Duplicate Pure Version : Requires Android: Android 6.0 (Marshmallow, API: 23) Tested on: Android 9 (Pie, Pie API: 28) File Sha1: b4b0386ae8236e823e55ba99ab9fa0245be2eb0c796 APK Signature: 4309d43da2443a57925d1 cloud_download Duplicates Cleaner 3.1.2 APK (33.1MB) duplicates
Cleaner 3.1.3 APK To increase Internal Storage device in just 2 steps! The question of keeping Areyoufacing on your device?, Is your device lowonstorage? You Increase storage on your device ? if so, don't look any further and hit that set button. Find pure authentic duplicate images, duplicate audiophiles, duplicate
videos, and duplicate documents in most of the majority The Duplicate Cleaner app uses several ProprietaryTechniques toFind 'Genuine duplicates' in the most effective way thanany otherduplicate sm remove the app (or) duplicate the file-amper appinstore. No other duplicates of a clean application (or) duplicate
filesfixerapp can beat us in file removal performance, our app is greatforrecovering loads of storage space very efficiently! Note: Please read the slides presented in appafterinstalling for the first time. Remo Duplicate File Remover 2.0.0.12 APK Remo Duplicate File Remover is a powerful duplicate of file deletion. This
makes it easy to search for and delete duplicate files onyour Android mobile phone and tablet. Nowadays, with such space in Android devices, we usually reset everything we canuntil storage fills to the brim. And the next step most of them will do is to try to delete useless files. But we often cast a blind eye to duplicate
files. On average, about 10% of any physical device is filled with duplicate files. Remo Duplicate FileRemover will help you delete these files and make room on your Android device. Here's an example of some of the features packedinto is a lightweight app: - Free - Remo Duplicate File Remover isa free app - One Tap
Scan - Just Tap will initiate scanning forentire storage space - Simple and easy to use interface - Displaysthree different menus for media, documents and others - you'll receive notifications for new duplicate files in every 15 days Working with Remo Duplicate : Click Scan After Scan , it will display three tabs: - Media
documents - Other Select tab that suits you Tab In'Media, select from images, video and audio Under'Documents', all duplicate files, such as .pdf, .txt, .xlsetc ... The 'Other' tab is designed for all other file types such as .zip Select one of the duplicates of the file and delete Remo Duplicate Photos Remover 2.0.1.66 APK
Countless duplicates of photos consuming your storage device? Instantly scan your phone's memory and remove duplicates of files with RemoDuplicate Photo Remover. As one of the iconic apps in the Remo storage management kit, this tool is designed to find, view and remove duplicate photos. With a million
downloads the app works on remo's own intelligent De-DupeAlgorithm to scan and find similar photos taken in splash mode or HDR photo mode. Get rid of re-image and similar images quickly through instant messaging apps and social media. On average, 17% of the photos on your device are identical copies of the
original, which puts it at risk and the performance of the phone. Sowhy keep them when you don't need them?!! Remove duplicates-organize and optimize phone app scans and displaysduplicate or similar photos in sets. It then serves you with theoption to remove duplicate photos by selecting the whole whole set of
images from it. The best part is, even if you remove theentire set, it will ensure that one copy of the photo is still with you. Cheers!!! Restore storage space for free!! Download NOW Features --Smart De-Dupe Scanning Modes: -- Scan for similar photos: Images that are similar to each other, but not quite the same, for
example, the same background, but different tilts. -- Scan for exactphotos: Accurate scanning slides across all images and finds photos that are exactly the same. -- Preview of duplicate sets of images: After scanning your phone, photos are placed in sets to view accurate or similar photos. -- Identify memoryconsumed:
Displays memory absorbed by duplicate images after scanning your phone. -- Runs the app in the background: The app runs in the background to find duplicate images while you perform additional tasks on the phone. The scanning time depends on the number of images on your phone. -- Saves a single copy: securely
saves one original image, even if you delete the entire system. -- Explore the number of duplicates: The user can even track thenumber images removed from the phone's memory. -- Removes scannedups in seconds: After scanning, it only takes a few seconds to displace duplicate photos. Duplicate Photo Finder 1.0.13
APK Duplicate Photo Remover - Duplicate Photo Finder helps you easily find and delete duplicate photos! Duplicate Photo Remover -Duplicate Photo Finder is a powerful duplicate of photo-removal and a photo-fixer tool. Duplicate Photo Remover - DuplicatePhoto Finder will not only allow you to delete duplicate photos,
but will also allow you to view duplicate photos before you delete them. Duplicate Photo Remover - Duplicate Photo Finder can scan and use all types of duplicate photos. Duplicate Photo Finder will help you restore storage space on your device. Duplicate Photo Remover - Duplicate Photo Finder helps you remove
duplicate photos and make room on your Android device. ★ Duplicate Photo Remover - Duplicate Photo FinderFeatures ★ - Easy to scan duplicate photos - Preview duplicates - One tap to remove duplicate photos of Duplicate Photo Cleaner- Duplicate Photo Finder will help you find and remove duplicate photoines in
the easiest way! Duplicate File Remover Pro (No Advertising) 1.0.1 APK Duplicate File Remover Pro (No Advertising) - Remove a duplicate of the willhelpyou file to find and remove duplicate files and make way for onyourAndroid devices. Duplicate File Remover Pro -DeleteDuplicate File is a powerful duplicate and an
app that scans and removes many types of duplicate files. DuplicateFile Remover Pro - Removing a duplicate file will help cover storage space on your device. DuplicateFileRemover Pro (No Advertising) - Remove double file scanning and displays photos, duplicate audio, duplicate duplicate Remover Pro (No Ads) -
Delete a duplicate file notonly will allow you to remove duplicate files, but will also allow you to previewthembefore you remove duplicate files. ★Duplicate File RemoverPro (NoAds) - Remove key features from duplicate File ★ - One Tap todeleteDuplicate Files: Easy to find and delete duplicate files. Scanmulti file type:
Scan a large number of duplicate files such as duplicatephotos, audio duplicates, video duplicates, APK duplicate duplicates, etc. - Preview duplicate files: Preview files before deleting them, you can open theduplicatefile, share a duplicate file to your friends or delete the file. Duplicate File Remover Pro (No Advertising) -
DeleteDuplicate file will help you find and delete duplicates of photos, audio, videos and documents in the easiest way! Revo Uninstaller Mobile 2.2.400 APK Easy and a useful tool for removing Android apps, arranging and cleaning your smartphone. Free more phone memory by consuming allunnecessary remains and
hidden files. Improve your device by regularly uns running apps that you no longer need. This will no doubt help you make room for storage, remove garbage data, prevent many useless applications from draining yourbattery and improve your device performance. Visit our Facebookpage: Thefree version of Revo
uninstaller for android provide you with theoption to remove apps, which are no longer needed, and at the same time to get rid of all the residues, unwanted files and at the same time manage the permissions of the application, see. For your expectation you can view the apps by brand, view the name of the app, the
version, the date of installation and size, and search the app in Google Play Store.As is an important part of the simple use of the app you have the opportunity to change between day and night mode and use different languages. Fast download mode to get a quick start to the applique. Share the app option to
recommend to friends and friends. The Pro Version Revo Uninstaller for Mobile can give you the privilege of removing all ads in the app to easily back up appsand, of course, compare your chosen backup with currently locked apps. Revo Uninstaller Mobile is pretty easy to use as you can choose one or more apps that
you want to remove and just click on the Delete button. At the bottom of the app you can see the number of apps tagged and the body size you're about to release in case you delete them. Revo Uninstaller also supports search and sorting. RevoUninstaller Mobile cannot remove pre-installed applications due to Android
OS restrictions. can save your devicestorage, remove useless remaining data, prevent too many unused datadrain batteries, usually Revo Uninstaller Mobile is here to help you optimize your phone capacity. We Are We appreciateyour feedback. This will help us improve our mobile app to meet your expectations and
expectations. ---: How to remove the Android app? A: After the launch of Revo Uninstaller Mobile, you can see all-pressure applications and their information. Choose an app you no longer use and click on the bin icon next to the app's name. The last step is to touch the icon with a broom on it. ---: Can I delete several
apps? Answer: Yes. Just tapol apps that you want to remove and then proceed to remove them. Apps will not be installed one by one. ---: I can't find the app I'm looking for. Why? A: By default, RevoUninstaller Mobile opens a list of user apps. If the app is not listed, it should be listed on the list of system applications:
open the System Apps Menu. ---: Can I remove system applications through Revo Uninstaller Mobile? A: Revo Uninstaller Mobile cannot remove preinstalled apps because it is limited to AndroidOS. You can only change the permissions that the app uses through RevoPermission Manager. ---: How do I find unidentified
apps? A: You can easily find everything previously locked with RevoUninstaller Mobile apps: Menu --gt; Unspecified apps. ---: Can I use the app in my own language? A: Revo Uninstaller Mobileis has been translated into several languages. You can change the displaylanguage by opening the Settings Menu and then
selecting the unwanted language from the drop menu. ---: Can I help with the translation? Answer: Yes, you can volunteer to help us with the translation from settings: click the Menu button - Space Clean - Junk Clean, Phone Booster Master 1.1.0 APK Space Clean is a professional and powerful speed accelerator,
CacheCleaner, Battery Saver, Cooler processor. Our Space Clean would like your phone to be clean, fast, safe, and battery-saving! Itcanboost your devices for better performance using just onetap. If the phone's speed slows down or memoryisfull, go download it! FEATURES AND CAPABILITIES - Completely free! -
Phone Booster Boost your games and other apps by defrosting upRAM! Make your phone powerful! Space Clean helps users improve the performance of their mobile device and shut down apps behind the scenes without having to log in and shut them down. - Junk Cleaner Space Clean can find and clean debris,
residue, cache, and temporary files that take up your phone's memory and storage space. Save the phone space and speed you phone! -Notice Cleaner Block and manage - CPUCooler Space Clean will dynamically analyze and optimize your CPUusage. Find and stop overheating apps to cool downphonetemperature.
In addition, it will prevent the phone's temperature from being out again. - Saver Space Clean Battery Helps and extend battery life, in hibernation running apps. More functional programs, stay tuned! If you are having any problems and concerns with respect for our application, please feel free to
atreynoldjames659@gmail.com. Smart Clean: Free Junk Pure Magazine Cash Duplicate 1.19.2 APK Smart Clean is the most powerful junk (unwanted files) cleanerevermade on Android. It has the following features: 1. LogFiles:Removes log files and folders from each location. 2. CacheFiles: Removes caches without
deleting important files. 3.TemporaryFiles: Removes temporary files and folders that are sometimes not diluted by applications and results in storage consumption. 4.DuplicateFiles: Scans clone files very quickly without deleting original files from duplicates. 5. Blacklist Files: Removes all files that are on the blacklist of
unnecessary files/folders that are areautomatically created over time can be stored intra-block to wash them out automatically on each scan. 6. BlacklistFilextensions: Removes all those files that haveblacklistedextensions (i.e. whose extensions are present in ExtensionsBlacklist) Just insert these extensions into
BlacklistExtensions separated by commas without including period.7. HiddenFiles: Removes all those files and folders that are under the ears of tousers (which began with the period). WARNING: Makes an appearance to add sensitive hidden files and folders to the white list to prevent the removal of the timphoma during
the scan. 8. Unnecessary BigFiles: Delete all the big files without fear of losing your favourite movies, music, APK and many other important big files. 9.Empty files: Deletes all empty files. i.e. files that don't have any contentsin of it. 10. Empty folder: removes all folders that are empty.11. Whitelist Files / Folders: This
feature is designed tosave some of those files or folders that are important to userbutoccurs in the magazine category, cache, hidden, unnecessary largefiles, etc... Just put these files/folders on the white list and it won't scan those folders/files. 12: Data Backup: This feature is designed to back up all SmartClean data,
including blacklisting, white list, and preference data. Inshort its best cleaner ever made on Android! AnyCut APK is a shortcut app that comes from an open source app anycut. Easy one touch, key to send a short message. And you can create an ashortcut for any desktop app. Try it, maybe you'll like it.... NetLoop VPN
5.0.4 APK NetLoop was previously knownSimpleAndroid ServerIt the application contains a proxy and aFreeVPN.The VPN is not a full VPN. it's not providedforsecuritybut for tunneling purposes.if you use NetLoop's proxy any existing proxy address inyourdevice'sAPNsettings. Failure to do so will result in some of them
not using VPNVPN: VPNVPN: to change the settings of the TCP connection. Alternative headliners and the ability to stripheadersfromincominghttp answersability to choose the number of connections that will be supported by the pressapp (good for power management) the ability to share configurations
throughanyfiletransfermethod. Use this app with proxyserverfeature, makesure, that proxy devicefeatureisdisabled:.to use the received config.json fileasthecurrentsetting: find the received file using any file manager ofyourcho Open the file manager exchange menu and select usefileasconfigOR-Launch NetLoop and use
the Load ConfigThe Profiles feature, which allows you toeasilywitchweenconconferations when using Net!!.Lo. FREE WiFi password recovery 4.3 APK Need to reconnect the new device to WiFinetwork, but forgot the password? Want to share your Wi-Fi characters password with your friend? Use FREE Wi-Fi password
recovery to back up all WiFi passwords onyour devices, and restore it when you need them with just one click! Share with your friends via SMS or email. Yes, it's just that simple! FREE Wi-Fi Password Recovery: LIST, BACKUP and RESTORE all networks (WiFi) password saved on your device! Show SSID and
password on full screen (for easy viewing and sharing with others) Copy WiFi password to Clipboard (to be able pasteanywherewhere ) Show qR code (to another device scanning and access to thenetwork) Share your password via SMS or EmailPlease Note that FREE Wifi password recovery:(1) works only on
entrenched devices (super-user) NOT designed to hack WiFinetworks. (3) needs previous access to WiFi networks from your device toretrieve passwords.❐ Please understand that FREE Wi-Fi Password Recovery is free and contains ads to support cost development. For ads free app, wehave paid version - check in the
Play Store: �� Why FREE Wi-Fi Password Recovery only works on rooteddevice? Because your device stores WiFi passwords when connected to a new WiFi network. You can't access passwords and get them if you don't have super-user permissions. Check out here for more information about ��: Please feel free
to contact(goldenapportunity2@gmail.com) for any questions you may have; and dogive us 5 stars if you love us! Thank you and enjoy! XAPK Installer 1.4 APK Say Goodbye to Android APK OBB Error Problem, XAPKInstaller makes it easier and faster than ever. data or obb file) automatically Download XAPK, APK free
online from your Android phone andtabletXAPK PC installer is available, which allows you to install.apk files from Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8. 8.1 to Android devices. Read more: downloading or installing APK with XAPK installation? See need help? Please tell us more about the problem on Facebook. 360 Security -Free
Antivirus, Booster,Space Cleaner APK Free Security Protection, Speed Booster andJunk Cleaner for Android PhoneTrusted 200 Million Users, 360 Security - is #1 all-in-one, smart speed accelerator and antivirus app that optimizes your background applications, memory storage, unwanted files and batteries, keeping
your device safe from the virus and Trojans. Download this powerful super clean master optimization s security app that is intuitively designed to protect your mobilelifestyle in just one tap, making the phones work as they are brand new all the time. Why is 360 Security an APP MUST-HAVE?★It's effective Booster speed



and Smart Cleaner-Lacking space for new apps and photos? Just clean app caches and unwanted files, boost your phone with one click!★It's Smart Battery Saver- Battery drain faster than ever? Kill redundant apps that drain your battery life and extend battery life!★It's a virus remover for android -Worried about
orphishing viruses? The 360 Security Top Antivirus Solution ensures that yourdevice is free of malware, vulnerabilities, advertising and trojans!------------------------------------------ High Light 360 security and AntivirusScan installed applications, memory card content and new appsautomatically. 360 of the latest security
protection technologies against viruses, advertising programs, malware, trojans and more. Boostyour games to make them run smoothly.'CPU Cooler MasterIntelligently saves the power of your device by knowing when toautomatically trigger the 360-safety Saver battery function and makeyour the phone to stay with
solid power and never overheat. A suite of features, including Erase, Locate, Alarm, and Lock, can help you recover your lost device and protect your personal data. You can call remote features via our web interface at 'PrivacyPrivacy - Preventing data on devices such as Facebook, Instagram, Whatsapp, Snapchat,
photo albums and other important personal documents from getting into wronghands.'Intruder SelfieInstantly snap photos of anyone who screws up in your apps and LockUnlock screen is fast and easy with your fingerprint, if yourdevice has a fingerprint sensor, don't be afraid to forget the template or the PIN code
anymore. Protect your mobile device with 360 Security, the top of the linefree security app designed to protect your Android phone from the latest viruses, malware, system vulnerabilities, and privacy. This super speed cleaner also clears application caches andjunk files from your system, increases the available storage
spaceon SD card and boosts your Android phone for free.------------------------------------------360 Security is available more than 35 languages: English,Portugu's (Brasil), Portugu's (Portugal), Espa'ol (Espa'a), Espa'ol (Latinoam) िह दी, ไทย, Bahasa Indonesia, T'rk'e, Tiếng Việt, ⽂ (简体), q⽂ (繁體), Bahasa Melayu, ⽇本語,
Deutsch, Fran'ais, 한국어, Italiano, ze'stina, Nederlands, Svenska, Polski, Suomi, Rom'n, Ελληνικά, Magyar, Hrvatski, Dansk, ةيبرعلا , िह दी (भारत), Filipino / Tagalog, یسراف , Ukrainian, Lietuvių (Lietuva), Sloven'sina (Slovenija), Norsk, ែខរ (កមុ نابز ,( ودرا  . : would like to hear from you:Like us on Facebook: us on
Google Plus Community: Undeleter Recover Files and Data APK Scan for deleted files from memorycards and internal storage. Without jailbreak/root access, Undeleter can only scan image apps. READ BELOW FOR INFORMATION ABOUT ROOT. The free app will restore all supported types of image files and all
types of data, including SMS, call logs and WhatsApp or Viber conversations. It will also shred and safely remove. Unlock it to restore other supported file types, delete ads, and accessable background scans. ROOT/SUPERUSER PERMISSIONS require you to change the operating system on your device, visit this
website for more information: caches may contain images that would otherwise not have been revealed: you can find photos that have been shared with you on social media, but you have never opened, or lower quality copies of images you have already deleted in the past. They can also contain images that have been
pre-loaded by your browser or other devices on your device - even images of people you don't know. They can be filtered using Hide-to-end files. File Types: Scanning logs can detect files with any conceivable extension. Essentially these files are still on your own with their data in the allocated sectors. Scanning the log
EXT4 and derivative file systems. Deep scanning heuristically scans and restores the following file types: BMP, JPEG/JPG, PNG, MNG, JNG, GIF, MP4, AVI, MKV, MP3, OGG, OGM, WAV, FLAC, AMR, MP4A, PDF, SXD, SXI, SXC, SXW, ODT, ODG, ODS, ODP, DOCX, XLSX, PPTX, SIP, JAR, APK. Data scanning is
available for a select number of apps, including the system phone and SMS apps. The data will be restored in the form or HTML files for WhatsApp and Viber, as we cannot combine our directories. Shred/secure delete: Files found on free disk areas can be erased in bulk with Shred. You can also use the Share system
menu to securely delete files directly through any other app, such as opening a gallery, selecting the number of images, clicking the Share button and choosing Securedelete.ACCOUNT - necessary for Google Drive and Dropbox uploadCALL /SMS - necessary for the app's data scanner - remote SMS and
calllogsLOCATION - for The Master Security ads - Antivirus, VPN, AppLock, Booster APK Original CM Security updated to thewhole new security master Antivirus Instead of providing all popular equipment, Security Master Antivirus-VPN (by CM) has presented a synthetic diagnostics to detect your phone status and
advise needsolution, including antivirus, unwanted cleaning, and phone booster (Battery Saver, and Cooler processor) in time. In addition, westrengthened privacy protection by creating a shield for allonline activities through SafeConnect VPN.★SafeConnect VPNSecurity Master Antivirus-VPN (by CM) is the easiest to
use free VPN, proxy and unlock solution. In addition to vpn, SafeConnect VPN collaborates with Hotspot Shield Free VPNProxy and has been designed for everyone. SafeConnect VPN creates the same cyber environment as you need to block hackers. With VpnSafeConnect, you can use a virtual location to improve
security and free access to your favorite content. MasterAntivirus-VPN security (CM) now protects not only your device, but also protects your online data stream to prevent electronic banking information, personal messages, and browsing history from leaking. (Will be available worldwide soon.) ★Intelectatic Diagnostics
Our famous design of large buttons has been updated to a reasonable diagnosis of your most necessary solution. All solutions to keep your phone safe, clean and optimized like new including battery. Antivirus - Security Master Antivirus-VPN (CM) is equipped with a certified #1 antivirus engine. It detects 100% of viral
programs by individual scanning and removes viruses and malware. It protect your phone as well as your personal information against spyware and hackers. Junk Clean - The phone stores unwanted files automatically from time to time. Security Master Antivirus (by CM) detects this problem and frees up storage when
needed. One One to clean the cache and junkfiles at once. The smartest way to clean and optimize your phone. Phone Boost, Saver battery, and Cooler processor - Your phone may not have better performance if it stays at high temperature or high memory use. Especially when charging the battery and playing games,
it looks out the phone and battery and keeps your phone cool, fast, and saves more battery life.★Message SecurityWorry about others peeking your notification messages? The SecurityMaster antivirus (by CM) hides notifications that timely toprotect your privacy by security messages. It collects all chatnotifications into
one and makes them easier to read manage.★AppLockSecurity Master Antivirus'VPN (by CM) protects the privacy of apps from AppLock. You can block anything you want to protect, such as Wi-Fi switches, incoming calls, latest apps, settings, photos, WhatsApp or any apps you choose. In addition, notification previews
can also be blocked, so no one can see which apps you're using or who you're communicating with. With Applock, you can block apps with a template, PIN, or fingerprint. Fingerprint lock is supported on Samsung or Androiddevices 6.0 and above, which are equipped with fingerprint sensors. You can also set up re-lock
time to unlock the device on the screen, so there's no need to unlock every time you run the app. Selfie Attacker - Security Master Antivirus (by CM) protects privacy from spies. If someone tries to unlock your app with the wrong password, the photo of the attacker will be automatically taken, and the attacker's warning
will be sent to you by email. This makes your phone safe and further tells you who the attacker is. Mask Mask Mask - Security Master Antivirus (by CM) masks the screen so that no one knows about you using AppLock when storing your privacy and privacy is safe. You can protect your child without the knowledge of your
parents, partner or children. Theme - You can choose the style of the lock screen from hundreds of AppLock themes or customize with your photos. Color Status Bar 0.7.7 APK App status bar decorations. Decorate the desired colors and shapes. A new world is coming. Support: Color mixing and changingposition as a
central watch. Show the percentage of battery. The update continues! Thank you. You.
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